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To Do List:
q Free the regent's wife

q Return the merperson's heart

q Give the witch the chalice

q Lead the spider through the maze

q Ask the hedge for the necklace

q Collect suspicious pebbles



What I'm about to say 
may hurt some feelings 

among people who think 
they're fighting the power. This is 

unfortunate, but I can hardly be 
blamed. What I'm seeing out there 

is a lot of people screaming  about fluoridation 
in drinking water, vaccines being harmful, 

"chemtrails," and other rubbish.

First thing is, if fluoridation of drinking water was 
poisonous, everyone in Canada would have been 

dead 30 years ago or more. Yes, an excess of 
fluoride can be harmful, but to get a harmful 

dose through drinking water you'd die from a burst bladder 
long before you became poisoned. Vaccines have been screamed 
about ever since that waterhead Andrew Wakefield posted 
fraudulent data in The Lancet. In reality, what have vaccines 
done? Eliminated smallpox, the single biggest killer in mankind's 
history, and controlled other nasty diseases, such as polio and 
the measles. And chemtrails? I'm not even going to address that 
nonsense.

The entire collection is idiotic. Normally, that would be fine... 
plenty of people believe in weird garbage, and it does no harm. 
However, while you're pulling your underwear over your head and 
whimpering about fluoride, the Bank of America is sodomizing 
you. And you PAY them for it. While you screech about 
chemtrails, utterly destroying your own credibility (if chemtrails 
were real, wouldn't the perpetrators also be breathing the poison? 
Jesus H Christ) Congress is stealing your future. While you are 
ranting about vaccines and "indigo children," labor conditions in 
the United States are returning to somewhere around 1904.

YOU ARE WORRYING 
ABOUT THE WRONG THINGS.

They never would have happened if people 
weren't out there, being all free and shit, 

Without Permission.
But now we have this idea that the quickest way 
from Here to There is via the government and 
convincing lawmakers to send down enlightenment 
from Mount Olympus or wherever the fuck we seem 
to think those overblown lawyers live. But just as 
you can't legislate morality, you can't legislate liberty, 
either. You can't pass a law that says:

"Shit is hereby fixed." 
That isn't where liberty comes from.

Ut sounds quaint, and for some reason it seems 
counter-intuitive, but government follows a popular 
charge for social progress. Government does not 
lead those charges. You will never, ever find a 
government anywhere -- no matter how advanced 
or progressive you think it is -- that will ever be very 
good at paving the road to equality so the masses 
can have a smooth ride all the way to Utopia. Like 
any road, it gets built first by a ton of people walking 
that way before there's a fucking road there, breaking 
their legs, stubbing their toes, and spraining their 
ankles along the way until finally somebody notices: 

"Hey! Everybody's going this way, 
let's put a grader on that shit and 

lay down some pavement."



Of course, dealing with the school-to-prison pipeline is hard. 
You can't do it in the cafe, to impress your pals and attract a 
mate with your grasp of "what's really going on," you have to 
go out there and DO something. Harass your Congressman. 
Address school boards. Things that take EFFORT. It's 
not as much fun as huddling under the blanket with the 
other hipsters and huffing each other's farts, but it GETS 
RESULTS.

I mean, seriously, it comes down to the question: "What kind 
of world do you want"? Do you want to be the most ironic 
hipster in a hideous future of exploitation, or do you want to 
live in a world with clean air and water, getting paid a fair 
wage and in control of your own body? The sad fact is, you 
have to choose.

Occupy started out well. It was a genuine protest, a royal 
pain in the ass for the people who are bending us over. Then, 
after a few months, instead of being about bank/government 
collusion, it was about STUPID SHIT like fluoridation, 
etc. It makes you wonder who was getting paid by whom. 
Maybe it was just the normal human political games, but it's 
possible that the movement was deliberately neutered.

The truly insane part of all of this is that people are running 
around looking for conspiracies under every flat rock, when 
in fact the REAL conspiracies advertize on television. 
Merck, Bayer, Bank of America, Exxon, etc. They are taking 
the future away from you and selling you a facsimile at 
unreasonable rates, and you are buying it, because you're too 
damn worried about fairy stories to feel the gigantic warty 
penis being jammed up your arse by corporations that know 
exactly how DUMB you really are.

Pull your head out of your ass. Wake the hell up.
Get the hell out from under that blanket.

That is all. You may now return to your regularly scheduled discussion 
about whatever the hell bogeymen you hipsters are worried about today.
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Some wrong lessons were learned 
in the last century, and I'm not sure how they 
got learned. Take the two biggest social change 
movements that happened in the 20th Century (in 
America) -- Women's Suffrage and Civil Rights. These 
two movements started as all great movements 
start out -- from the bottom up, with more and more 
people becoming sick and goddamn tired of the 
way things are, and deciding to live in a world where 
things aren't that way.

Somehow, when the history books were written 
(or taught, or both), people got the idea that the hard-
fought equality (or progress toward equality, anyway) 
won in those movements was somehow a product 
of things like the 19th Amendment or the Civil Rights 
Act. And while yes, those pieces of legislation were 
-- and are -- crucial to the eventual and continued 

success of these movements, 
they are not the springs  

from which 
equality 

flows. 

*** V3X Wrote This ***



You Don’t Need a Conspiracy When The System Is Biased In Your Favor
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The enemy will always be at the gates.  
We wi ll always be bes i eged.  
Th is is the l i f e we chose.

If we all wake up tomorrow,  
that is the most we can hope for.

Morale wi ll always be fragile.  
We wi ll always be a powderkeg.  
Everything we do is just to maintain  
the current state of crisis.

There are no victory conditions.

There wi ll never be enough to go around.  
We wi ll always be scrambling. We could  
have been anything we wanted,  
and we wanted th is. 

We wi ll never be safe. 

We put out f ires. We rebuild fort i f ications.  
We wi ll never stop pay ing for our m istakes.

We kiss l i ke it's the end of the world.

The enemy will always be at the gates.  
We wi ll always be bes i eged.  
Th is is the l i f e we chose.

If we all wake up tomorrow,  
that is the most we can hope for.

Morale wi ll always be fragile.  
We wi ll always be a powderkeg.  
Everything we do is just to maintain  
the current state of crisis.

There are no victory conditions.

There wi ll never be enough to go around.  
We wi ll always be scrambling. We could  
have been anything we wanted,  
and we wanted th is. 

We wi ll never be safe. 

We put out f ires. We rebuild fort i f ications.  
We wi ll never stop pay ing for our m istakes.

We kiss l i ke it's the end of the world.
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nobody is coming to save us

Atheists vs Believers
The believer thinks that atheists don't think life 
matters much, because when you die, you're 
just a lump of inanimate meat. Atheists think that 
believers don't think life matters much, because it's 
just a waiting room for heaven.

Both are, of course, incorrect: 
Atheists value life because that's all there is, 
and believers value life because they consider 
it a gift from a deity (or deities).

Neither side will hear that, though, because they 
think they have to oppose each other, 
and it's easier to do that if you 
dehumanize the other guy...
So listening to this simple fact 
is impossible for them: 
Everyone values their lives.

~ The Good Reverend Roger

BECAUSE
Audie Murphy did it and Sergeant York did it AND 
Smedley Butler did it and then had the STONES 
to come home and tell the TRUTH about it. Amelia 
Earhardt did it, Liberace did it, and the landing craft 
at Normandy were NUT.TO.BUTT FULL OF 
BASTARDS DOING IT.

And me? I did it on a cold March day with no gloves 
on, blowing kisses at cameras and quaking in my boots. 
I did it on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial under the 
disapproving glare of a security guard. I did it on some 
Anonymous January with a megaphone and the whole 
world watching. My mom did it on the docks and escaped 
from the handcuffs. My grandmother did it in combat 
boots. My great-grandmother did it at the polling booth, 
then her husband had to arrest her and feed the kids 
alone that night.

So, yeah. Tell me how you’re gonna do it. But save us 
both the trouble, and tell me AFTER you do it.

The thing about 

“Give me Liberty 
or Give me Death” 

 

                    is that it’s not a threat at all, it’s just an 
announcement of the fact that you are going to be 

FREE ALL OVER THE PLACE 
and if they don’t like it, they’ll have to kill you first.

with due credit to The Good Reverend Roger,
who keeps doing it even though he lives in the city of the dead.



Salt Your Data

Go for a walk somewhere you’ve never been. 
Wander around until you get lost and find your 
way back home again. Take a different walk 
tomorrow. Salt your data. Leave your phone at 
home sometimes, take out the batteries or let 
it run down to empty for shits and 
giggles. Leave it in the car overnight. 
Get a new facebook. Get seven LinkedIns. 
Update them all infrequently and with 
conflicting information. Encrypt your 
grocery lists. Learn to fingerspell. 
Go to different restaurants, shop at 
different stores. Take the wrong stop 
on the subway and walk the rest. Show 
up for work early at random intervals, 
and just sit in the parking lot. Learn 
all the different long ways home.

Make new friends. Reconnect with people from 
high school. Talk with the homeless people at the 
bus station (you can bribe them with a sandwich 
if you don’t know how to start a conversation). 
Go to a club full of pretty people. Spend three 
hours at the library reading things and never 
checking them out. Get way into unpopular arts. 
Go to political rallies for your ideological 
foes. Pop into a church on Wednesday.

Chelsea Manning did it while they tortured her, then 
Edward Snowden did it and ran like hell, laughing like 
a mad bastard all the way. King Canute did it up to his 
knees in the ocean, and the dance band on the Titanic did 
it while the ocean was coming to them. Aaron Swartz did 
it at MIT and Michael Hastings did it on the front page, 
and look where that got THEM. Jackie Robinson did it 
for the love of the game and Rosa Parks did it just because 
HER FEET HURT.

John Dillinger did it every chance he got, and he didn’t 
stop til they shot him from AMBUSH, because he was 
TOO MUCH for them to deal with MANO.E.MANO. 
Billy the Kid did it until he was shot in the back in the 
DARK, for THE SAME GODDAMN REASON, 
and, you know, I’m trying to say...

BESIDES THAT
Neil Armstrong did it in vacuum, death by boiling blood 
less than TWO INCHES AWAY. Sophie Scholl did 
it right until they chopped her head off. C Everett Koop 
did it while his boss screamed and BOTH sides of the 
aisle wanted him dead! Huey Newton did it and H Rap 
Brown did it and Angela Davis NEVER STOPPED 
DOING IT, and she’ll kick your junk right up around 
your ears TO THIS DAY if you give her crap about it.

So there’s no reason YOU can’t do it, except 
for maybe all those Goddamn EXCUSES you 
have for NOT doing it and I tell ya, The Crack 
awaits you, you horrible little monkeys. So 
don’t tell me WHY you can’t do it, because
I DON’T WANT TO HEAR IT. 

YOU KNOW WHY?



Humans are creatures of habit, so make 
new habits you can take with you in your 
unpredictable life. A morning sudoku. A fidget 
toy. Mismatched socks on tuesdays. Don’t worry 
about it being too silly or to small, you’re just 
reprogramming your security blanket settings. 
Because you should be able to go about your 
business and not have anyone tracking your 
movements, logging your emails and phone 
calls, listing your associates and political 
affiliations. You should have your freedom to 

assemble, to speak, to security in your 
own property and privacy, but as long 
as the only thing keeping the cameras 
off your back is the discretion of a 
bored contractor you don’t really 
have any of it. Salt your data.

Don’t wait until you have a reason 
to do it, then it will look suspicious 
that you have changed your activities 
and the powers that be will use this 
fact against you in a secret court of 

secret law. Don’t assume you’re safe, today it’s 
Muslims in America and Trans people in Greece, 
but tomorrow it could be Buddhists in England 
or Single Parents in Brasil. Even if it’s never you, 
you have a responsibility to make life difficult 
for those who would indiscriminately spy on 
and harass the citizens of the world so they 
can sleep better at night.

Live Free Or Kill Me.

And what about you? Did YOU do it? I bet you didn’t. 
I bet you PLAN to do it, or SHOULD have done it, or 
TALK A REALLY GOOD GAME ABOUT IT. I 
bet you elbow your buddies and tell them you’re gonna 
DO IT one fine day, just not right now, on account of 
the game is on, pass the goddamn Miller High Life.

BUT REMEMBER
Louis Armstrong did it and Scatman John does it, and 
Medgar Evers did it til they SHOT him, and Sitting Bull 
did it ALL DAMN DAY, and Chocise and Geronimo 
just DIDN’T GIVE A CRAP and KEPT DOING 
IT, long after it had gone out of fashion.

So spare me the stories about how you’re GONNA 
do it, if they by Jesus PUSH YOU ONE MORE 
TIME, because they’ve pushed you YOUR WHOLE 
GODDAMN LIFE, and you didn’t do DICk.

HOWEVER
The FUNNIEST part is, Obama didn’t do this to 
you, and Dick Cheney didn’t either. Leon Blankenfein 
didn’t do it to you, nor did Henry Kissinger or Robert 
MacNamara or Pope John Paul II. No, you stupid punk, 
YOU did this to you, and so if you really ever get the 
urge to GO AHEAD AND DO IT, just punch 
yourself in your own stupid face. Then you can get up 
and do it to the rest of the bastards who have it coming.

But while you’re doing it, SHUT THE HELL UP. 
I’m tired of hearing about it, and how you’re gonna do it. 

Some day.



PROPHESY
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Get out there 

and do it
Look, you bastards, it ISN’T treason, and I will NOT 
confess. It IS NOT heresy, and I will NOT recant. Sure, 
I did it, and so would YOU, if you had any balls. Johnny 
Cash did it, and flipped everyone the bird. James Brown 
did it, and brayed laughter out the window of his car, 
while cops chased him across FOUR STATES. Patrick 
Henry did it, just to show he wasn’t afraid to stick his 
neck in a noose. But DOING it is not the same thing 
as TALKING about it. You’ll scream ‘YEEHAW’ at that 
scabby little wimp Ted Nugent, and you will ‘HELL YEAH’ 
at Goddamn Fox News down at your local saloon, but 
THAT’S NOT DOING IT.

Martin Luther King did it in jail, Mohammad Ali did it to a 
federal judge’s face. Gandhi did it in the face of the entire 
British empire. Ozzy Osbourne did it while pissing on the 
Alamo, and you didn’t see a single po’bucker with the 
GUTS to punch him out for it. They were small, crawling 
things, and he was a raging maniac that could not give 
ONE SOLITARY DAMN what anyone thought.

Martin Luther nailed it to the church door, 
Schindler did it to the Nazis, Joe Hill did it to the 
man until they KILLED him... and... and... and...

FURTHERMORE
Loving did it to the state of Virginia and Ru Paul did it to a 
million screaming bigots. Wayne Newton did it to the Las 
Vegas mob, Daniel Shays did it to George Washington, 
right after Washington did it to King George III. 


